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Living in Color
What does it mean to
add color to our world?
Color is vibrancy and
joy; it represents our
passion for living and our
connections with each
other. Color transforms
the bland and boring
into something bold
and meaningful. There
Jim Newbrough,
are as many ways to
Menorah Park
color our world as there
President and CEO
are people in it. This
issue of Menorah Park
Community explores just a few members of
our community who are coloring their worlds,
improving their lives and the lives of others.
From art to education to gardening, our
community members engage in activities that
improve their quality of life and the world
around them. Gardeners – some lifelong and
some recently enlisted – are growing flowers and
vegetables in our communal gardens, literally
adding color to our world. Their reasons vary,

Community

from the simple satisfaction of growing plants to the
joy of making and sharing tomato soup. Wiggins Place
resident Shirley Chessin enjoys growing tomatoes, as does
her daughter, while resident Donna Yanowitz sometimes
shares her flowers in bouquets for the front desk,
bestowing not only color but aroma.
When volunteer Bill Arndt retired, he had never drawn
or painted. That didn’t stop him from taking classes and
developing his talent. After COVID-19 restrictions – which
had interrupted his work as a Hospice volunteer – were
lifted, Bill used his newfound skills and desire to teach as a
springboard for a new endeavor. Now he spreads his own
enjoyment of art to others, teaching classes at Montefiore
and Menorah Park. Having a positive impact on others is a
wonderful way to add color to our world.
In the pages that follow, you’ll learn how helping others,
telling stories and engaging in outdoor activities are all
ways of living in color. We hope you take inspiration
from these stories, and look for ways to add color to your
world. Consider the things that give you joy and meaning;
share them with others. Always be grateful for the people,
activities and experiences that color your world.
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Color Our World
As we age, our needs and goals change, but the health of
our physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual lives
is a constant. When we fulfill those aspects of our lives,
we color our world with joy and purpose. Activities,
relationships and personal development help us to live
every day to its fullest. In the Menorah Park community,
each individual strives in their own way to add meaning
to their life, to color their world. And many, in doing so,
add color to our collective community.

Communal Gardeners
Shirley Chessin

Shirley Chessin has been
gardening since shortly after her
marriage, nearly 67 years ago.
Although her husband had no
interest in gardening, Shirley loves
everything about it. “I enjoy being
outside and I love seeing things
grow. I’ve always enjoyed being
able to get outside, and gardening
is another activity that allows me
to do that,” she says. When she
moved into Wiggins Place, she
had no intention of interrupting
her hobby.
Shirley and her husband lived

in Florida, with a very different
growing season than Ohio. While
she used to grow flowers in her
home, she decided there was
another plant that she wanted
to cultivate at Wiggins. “There
are three different people who
grow flowers, so I already get the
benefit of their beauty, but my
favorite plant to grow is tomatoes.
They’re so versatile and I knew
I wanted to make homemade
tomato soup with them, so the
tomato plant was my obvious
choice,” she explains.
Shirley began her garden last year
at Wiggins. She, along with some
friends, selected some garden

COVER STORY

plots and began growing their
tomatoes. “What I really love
about gardening is the satisfaction
of seeing plants grow, the growth
and beauty of it is amazing,” she
says. “And being outside, I love
being outside.” After speaking
to us, Shirley was on her way to
visit her daughter, who is recently
retired and has started her own
garden – including flowers and
tomatoes.

Donna Yanowitz

Gardening has been a part of
Donna Yanowitz’s life since before
she was married. “I used to go
back to my hometown in Duluth,
Minnesota, clean out my parents’
garden, and get it planted for the
year,” she remembers. In addition
to that, she planted about 30 plots
of flowers in her home garden
in Pepper Pike. “When I came to
Wiggins Place and found out they
had gardens I knew what I had
to do,” she says. “It’s my favorite
thing. I can get my hands dirty. I
love digging in that soil.”
For Donna, gardening has always
been about the aesthetic, which is
continued on page 4

Shirley Chessin
3

continued from page 3
why she prefers to grow flowers. “I
can buy my fruits and vegetables
at the market and have always
preferred growing flowers. I
love flowers.” At Wiggins Place,
she has planted snapdragons,
delphiniums, marigolds, and
impatiens. Donna also grows
orchids in her apartment, which
gets plenty of natural light.

Donna Yanowitz

And her harvest is sometimes
bountiful enough to share –
Donna enjoys setting out a
bouquet of her grown flowers at
the Wiggins Place front desk to
add some color and let others
share the beauty. “The mission
of the flower is just to look
beautiful,” she says, “you cut it
and it enhances the beauty of your
home.”

ever since I became a homeowner.
There is nothing better than
eating a fresh tomato.” “When I
was in practice as a surgeon,” Sid
says, “I would come home and
before I even went in the house,
I’d walk back to the garden and
pluck a ripe tomato to enjoy as I
walked in to greet my wife – the
gardener in the family at the
time.”

For Donna, the most satisfying
part of growing flowers is playing
a role in bringing new life to the
ground and being able to watch it
grow. “You put something in the
soil, a little, tiny thing, and you
water it and take care of it, and
you get something beautiful out
of it.”

It’s no wonder that the two joined
forces to form #TeamTomato.
“Sid and I just do tomatoes –

about four plants,” Art says. “We
decided to partner to make sure
the plants receive good care.”
Sid agrees. “Art and I decided to
cause some excitement two years
ago, ahead of the new gardens, by
joining forces to grow tomatoes.
This encouraged more to join in
and sparked interest and growth
toward this expanded space.
They’ve done a beautiful job in
creating today’s garden spaces.”
While there are certainly
continued on page 9

Dr. Sid Cohen and
Art Glassman
Even before the expanded plots
and raised garden beds at Wiggins
Place encouraged a crop of new
gardeners, Dr. Sid Cohen and
Art Glassman were already
in the game. Both men had a
background in gardening.
Art says, “I’ve been gardening
4

Art Glassman (left) and Dr. Sid Cohen
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Adult Day Center

Congratulations to The Adult Day Center on
achieving 100% satisfaction in their annual
survey. Thank you to all of the staff and
volunteers who persevered through everchanging COVID-19 protocols! Here are a
few comments from those we serve.
My father is a different person after he has
spent a day at the day center – he’s happy, talks
enthusiastically about his day and the activities.
Everyone is so nice and it is honestly the best feeling
in the world knowing I can drop my dad off and know
that the staff is caring for him just as I would. The
services you provide are making a huge difference in
both of our lives!
Thank you to the entire staff for all that you do!! ADC
You Rock! Thank You!
The program & the staff are a gift and a blessing to
our family. This is the best quality & most caring
program he has experienced in his life. Thank you!

Dear Montefiore,
My husband was at Montefiore for posthospital rehab for four weeks. I must tell
you that I am still feeling as impressed now
as I did at the time; even after a few weeks
of being home and settled into our usual
routine!
Everyone was so kind to us and talk about
caring…I experienced caring the minute I
walked in the front door and throughout the
six to eight hours each day I spent by my
husband’s side. That’s what you do when
you’ve been married as long as we have and
at the same time, that’s a long time to be in
any care environment and you learn and see
a lot. This team did not miss a beat and we
liked the food too!
I am not mentioning names in this letter,
because I don’t want to leave anyone out
and I have at least three pages of names
I wrote down. Literally, everyone from
the minute I walked in the front door
with a greeting of “how are you today”
(using my full name), to the head nurse
who anticipated needs in advance, staff
members who simply stopped to check
in, and therapists that helped him make
wonderful progress in regaining abilities
– everyone demonstrated passion,
understanding and dedication.
I was amazed by this consistency, especially
from young people just beginning their
work lives. So I asked them, “why are you
doing this job? It’s not an easy one?” I
found that there is a family connection –
either caring for a relative or being in a
similar job. When you say, “staff members
treat people under their care as if they are
their own loved ones,” I have to tell you that
my experience is validation and very much
appreciated peace of mind.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for
your excellence in caring.

Having fun on a sunny day
with kites, despite the lack
of wind

In appreciation,
Donna G.
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Donor Impact in 2021

Brian Sokol
Chief
Development
Officer

•

We’ve had
a successful
fundraising
year thanks
to you, our
supportive
community
that values
our important
mission. Here
are a few
highlights:

Several pavilion patios at
Menorah Park underwent
beautiful renovations to the
delight of residents who are
enjoying these wonderful
outdoor spaces. Updates
consist of new concrete,
furniture, flower pots and
beds and custom artwork from

celebrated Cleveland artist
Hector Vega.
•

•

•

Residents and visitors
entering R.H. Myers will
now feel the upbeat energy
of this strong community
the moment they walk into
the lobby. With substantial
support from a donor, we were
able to upgrade and improve
the appearance of the lobby to
create a welcoming presence
for all who enter the doors.
The Annual Campaign reached
$1M goal for the second time
ever for general expenses and
to provide services not covered
by traditional funding sources.

the hard work and dedication
of the Associate Board.
•

A High Tea fund was
established for R.H. Myers
residents as an answer to the
request to bring this popular
social experience on a regular
basis.

•

iPads were purchased to
reduce isolation, provide
programming and spiritual
support, health monitoring,
particularly during the
pandemic.

•

The Ivy Room at Stone
Gardens was renovated in
order to provide an enriching
environment for long-distance
learning programs, musical
and social programs.

The Home Run 5K/1Mile race
raised over $100,000 through

You can make a difference like this in 2022. Please join us!
To add your name to our list of donors, please use the attached envelope, call the Foundation
at 216-595-7324 or visit us online at MenorahPark.org/donate.
Other precious donors of up to $999 are listed on our website.
Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy. We apologize for any inadvertent errors.
Your Help Today Secures a Better Future for Those We Will Care for Tomorrow! To learn
more or make your legacy gift, go to MenorahPark.org/donate/planned-giving or contact Lynn
Bercu Krumholz at lkrumholz@menorahpark.org or 216-896-1104.

DONORS

Listing is for the 2021 calendar year.
$25,000+

Ellen and Larry Chernikoff/Simon
Family Foundation
The Cleveland Foundation
Debra and Ken Cohen
Marti and Jeff Davis
Peggy N. Einstein*
Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Gloria and Irving* Fine
The Irving and Gloria Fine
Foundation
Mary and Lester Hertz Memorial
Fund of the Jewish Federation of
Cleveland
Bobbie and William Jacobson
KeyBank
Lois Klein*
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Sanford Kutash
Evelyn and James Lissauer*
Ohio Emergency Management
Agency
Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel
Foundation
Susi and Peter Meisel
David P. Miller
Lynn and Paul Millet
Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
Pollak Food Distributors
Karen and Richard Spector
United Way of Cleveland
Wolf Family Foundation
Jane and James Wolf
Theo and John Wolf

$10,000 - $24,999

Anonymous
Rhoda Agin
Ellen* and Vic Cohn
Alva Dworkin
Barry Feldman
Harry K. & Emma R. Fox
Charitable Foundation
Gallagher Benefits Services, Inc.
Glenmede Trust Company
Candy and Brent Grover
Home Instead Senior Care
Huntington Benevolent Fund
Lisa and Richard Immerman
Edna and Alan Jaffa
Alvin Jaffe*
Dolores Kleinman

Jon Kline
Lois* and Marty Marcus
Rochelle and Joel Marx
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Iris November
Adrienne and Sanford Ozan
Cindy and Scott Polster
Esther & Hyman Rapport
Philanthropic Trust
Audrey and Albert Ratner
Joan and Rick Rivitz
Bernice Rothman
Ruth Sicherman*
Naomi and Edwin Z. Singer*
Irving I. Stone Foundation
Steve Sutker
Penni and Steve Weinberg
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Judy and Morry Weiss
Judy and Steve Willensky
Lynn and Marc Winkelman
Idelle Wolf
Ellen and Daniel Zelman

$5,000 - $9,999

Anonymous
The Adelman Family
Martin and Bette Amster Fund
of the Jewish Community
Foundation of Southern Arizona
Linda Angart
Trisha and Jeff Cole
Judy and Howard Danzinger
Corinne L. Dodero Foundation for
the Arts & Sciences
Sharon and Bruce Epstein
Barbara and Earl Franklin
Laurie and Stephen Girsky
Gail and Steven Goldfarb
Laurel and Jeffrey Gross
Ida and Irwin Haber
Hastings Water Works Inc.
Becky and David Heller
Jerry and Sheila Herschman
Huntington National Bank
Susan and Robert Hurwitz
Jack Jaffe
Jones Day
Ethel and Allyn Kendis Family
Trust, Susan & James Kendis
and Hilary & Robert Kendis
Trustees
Terri and Stuart Kline
Nancy and Rik Kohn
Noreen Koppleman-Goldstein and
Barry Goloboff
Sheldon Guren and Homer Guren
The Family of Addy and Buddy
Krenzler
Elayne and Robert Kwait
Sandy and Bill Lieberman
Lawrence Mack
Tamar and Milton Maltz
Barbara and Stanley Meisel*
Roy Minoff
Jessica and Chuck Myers
James P. Newbrough, Jr.
Judy and Ed Newman
Cecelia Polster
Enid and David Rosenberg
Saltzman Youth Panel of the Jewish
Federation of Cleveland
Judy and Burt Saltzman
Toni and Donald Scherzer
Gail and Elliott Schlang
Marcia Schreibman
Marcy Schwartz and Daniel Simon
Dennis Seaman
Sonni and Steve Senkfor
David Sherriff
Eileen Sill
Geri and Harry Singer
Judy and Marvin* Solganik
Amy and Michael Southard
State Industrial Products
Steel Valley Portable X-Ray Service
Carmie and Todd Stein
Strassman Insurance Services, Inc.
Jan and Will Sukenik
Thompson Hine LLP
Seth Uhrman
Beverley and Richard Uria
Emily and Seth Vilensky
The Ruth & Jules Vinney
Endowment Fund
Margo Vinney and Jeffrey Chaitoff
Fran and Reid Wasserstorm
Trudy and Steven Wiesenberger
Danielle and Jeffrey Wild
Robert Wolff

$2,500 - $4,999

Terry and Sheldon Adelman
Benesch
Marcia and Alec Berezin
Lora and Stuart Berkowitz

Patti and Jonathan Berns
Deborah and Howard Bobrow
Bonezzi, Switzer, Murphy, Polito &
Hupp Co. LPA
Buerger Energy
Carnegie Companies, Inc.
Chubb Insurance
Civista Bank
CleanLife, LLC
Cleveland Coca Cola Bottling Co.
Cuyahoga Community College
Stephanie and Jeffrey Danzinger
Dave's Markets
Lois Davis
Regina and Gregg Eisenberg
Jackie Elsner*
Howard Epstein and Gregg A.
Levine
Forest City Hebrew Benevolent
Association
Ronna and Joel Fox
Louise Abrams and Robert Fuerst
Ganley Subaru of Bedford
The Giant Eagle Foundation
Adrienne and Phil Goldberg
Jennifer and Jordan Goldberg
Grover Musical Products
Nancy and Sheldon Hartman
Doris Heller-Cramer
Linda Rae and Andrew Hertz
Michelle and Evan Hirsch
Debbie and Andrew Hoffmann
Jay Honda
Amy and Ira Kaplan
Judy and David Kaufman
Sheryl and Judson Kline
Audrey and Kenny Koblitz
Nancy and Keith Libman
Janisse Nagel and Ken Marblestone
Medical Service Company
Meyers, Roman, Friedberg, &
Lewis
Sue and Barry Miller
Barbara and Abe Miller
Samuel H. and Maria Miller
Foundation
Harriet and Mel Morris
Helen and David Nagusky
Margie and Art Newman
Ohio Real Title
Stephanie and David Orlean
Kathy and Terry Ozan
Kim and Paul Pesses
Plante Moran
Adriana and Andrew Randall
Susan and James Ratner
Rolf, Goffman, Martin, Lang LLP
Beth and Frank Rosenberg
Marcia and Gerald Rothschild
Diane and Harvey Scholnick
Barbara Schreibman
Helen Horwitz and Jeffrey Schultz
Leonard Senkfor
Leonard, Steve, and Sonni Senkfor
Marc Silverstein
Sirna & Sons Produce
Jerry Sorkin
Sara Stein and Don Robinson
Jenny and Neil Tramer
Susan and Jeffrey Weiler
Gail and Ed Weintraub
Jeff Weiss
William M. Weiss Foundation
Sally and Stanley Wertheim
Sandy and Tim Wuliger
Wuliger Family Foundation
Ronna and Robert Zelwin
Sarah and Scott Zimmerman

$1,000 - $2,499

Anonymous
Norm Adler
Correne Akarakcian
Alson Jewelers
Sandra and Bill Arndt
Debbie and Carey Arnold
Joanne and Robb Balantzow
Baldwin Wallace University

Marilyn Bayer Levine and
Harris B. Levine
Fran and Jules Belkin
The Benevity Community
Impact Fund
Elaine Bercu
Berkowitz-Kumin-Bookatz, Inc.
Nora and Brian Berman
Marilyn and Jeff Bilsky
Carole Blake
Gretel Bloch Charitable Trust
Leslie Blum
Therese and Alan Blumenthal
Fay Blumenthal
Helen Braun
Phyllis and Ken Bravo
Brennan Heating and Cooling Inc.
Brenda and Marshall Brown
Charlotte Burgin
Stephanie Chaplin
Inajo and John Chappell
Renee and Kerry Chelm
Lynn and Barry Chesler
Shirley Chessin
Chuck Levin's Washington
Music Center
Coit Cleaning and Restoration
of Cleveland
Marla Comet-Stark and
Robert Stark
Melissa and Stanley Davis
Davis Automotive Group
Naomi and Reuven Dessler
Jennifer and Grant Dinner
Paula and Daniel Dreyfuss
Grace and Michael Drusinsky
Larry Edelman
Deborah and Alan Erenrich
Erie Title Company
Famous Supply
Federal Equipment Company
Steven Feigenbaum
Debbie and Michael Feiner
Susan and Allan Felber
Cheryl and Brian Fox
Sheila* and Sanford Fox
Sue and Mitch Frankel
Joan Gelb
Marian and Stuart Gertman
Nancy Glick and Randy Solomon
Nancy and Ira Goffman
Sally Good
Sidney Good
Lois Goodman
Judy Goodman
Gail and Sheldon Goodman
Isaac Greber
Howard Guggenheim
Sharon Guten
Charlee and Richard Heimlich
Jill and Brad Helfman
Sandy Helm
Teri Hembree
Jamie Herbst
Ilene and Irwin Herman
Meredith and Jason Hillman
Jane and Michael Horvitz
Jane Joseph
Bess and Richard Kaplan
Wally and Irving Kaplan
Faye Kaplan
Paul Katz
Marjory Klein
Judy and Larry Klein
James Kline
Judith Klotzman
Roslyn and Edward Kowit
Lakeland Community College
Sandy and Steve Laserson
Michele and Bob Lee
Lillian and Stephen Levine
Lori Lozier
Idarose Luntz*
Elana and Kevin Lurie
Elise and Byron Lutman
Evelyne and Marvin Manes
Diann and Thomas Mann

Shelley and Gregory Marcus
Jane and Richard Marcus
Theresa and Lee Markowitz
Carrie and Brad Martin
Ruth and Doug Mayers
Lisa and David Michel
Elaine and Beno Michel
Stephanie and Jared Miller
Leslie Millstein
Mobilex
Amy and Marc Morgenstern
David & Inez Myers Foundation
Natalie and Arkady Nabutovsky
National Philathropic Trust
Jessica Nelson
Michael Pasternak
Perkins Eastman Architects, P.C.
Barbara and Michael Peterman
Phyllis and Joel Polster
Loree and Steve Potash
Professional Medical Inc.
The Rand Group
Annette and Burt Randell
Regent Properties, LLC
Lawrence Rich
Susan and Mark Ringel
Eleanore and Robert Risman
Amy and Ken Rogat
Lynn and Fred Rosenberg
Carole Rosenblatt
Barbara and Alan Rosskamm
Betty Rosskamm
Jackie and Fred Rothstein
Aliki and Peter Rzepka
Evie and Gordon Safran
The Sanson Company
Michele and Harvey Sass
Marilyn and Jerald Schneider
Jill and David Schreibman
Marcy and Dennis Schwartz
Marcy and Mark Sechrist
Jane and Lee Seidman
Marla and Joe Shafran
Katie and Michael Shames
Laura and Ben Sheridan
Sally and Keith Sherwin
Myron Shlachter
George Sidoris
Anita and Michael Siegal
Norma & Ernie Siegler Family
Foundation of the Jewish
Federation of Cleveland
Alan Silver
Naomi & Edwin Z. Singer Annual
Campaign Fund
Margaret and Larry Singerman
Singerman, Mills, Desberg &
Kauntz Co. L.P.A.
Amy and Steve Small
Michal and Steve Soclof
Michal and Steve Soclof Fund
Brian Sokol
Bonnie and Stephen Spiegle
Marsha and Jim Spitz
Cathy and Jonathan Stamler
Susie and Brian Stern
Penny and David Strauss
Janet and Will Sukenik
Ken Sustin
Tibor's Kosher Meat Market Inc.
TransCon Builders, Inc.
Bob Tuschman
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Moira and Wulf Utian
Peggy and Michael Wager
Barbara and Norman* Wain
Joyce and Eric Wald
Marsha Weisberg
Carol and Michael Weiss
Stephanie and Adam Wieder
Cheryl Davis and Jon Wise
Gerald Zahler
Zig Marketing
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Mobility and Pain Relief Improve Quality of Life

Summer Safety

D

Going
outside
can be fun,
but it is
also good
for you!
Spending time
outdoors
Dr. Jessica
improves
Coleman
mental
Vice President of
health by
Medical Affairs
encouraging exercise, increasing Vitamin
D levels and enhancing relationships. Increasing the time
spent outside can also decrease
depression and anxiety symptoms. Spending time out of
doors also reduces both mental
and physical fatigue.

onna Harris has been attending the Lewis Aquatic Center for her
osteo- and rheumatoid arthritis since the early 2000s. Before
physical therapy, Donna had so much trouble walking that she could
barely make it from her bedroom to the bathroom. “On land it’s hard for
me to walk so I get my walking done when I’m in the pool,” says Donna.
Although she does some work on land with the stair-stepper, most of the
exercises Donna’s therapists work on with her are in the water. But those
exercises strengthen and enable her to get around better in her daily life.
“When I don’t come, I notice a big difference,” she says. “Now, when I
go to the grocery store, my daughter tries to coax me into driving around
on the carts but I tell her ‘no, I’m going to walk,’ and that’s what I do. I
don’t think that I would have been able to do that if it wasn’t for my water
therapy at Lewis Aquatic.”
As a child in Evansville, Indiana, Donna’s house was very near a
swimming pool. “I was in that
pool every day. 24/7,” she says.
That experience that added color
to her world as a young woman is
helping to keep Donna active and
joyful today.

Have a Safe Summer
• Avoid direct sun exposure.
Plan your outdoor time
to avoid times of direct
sunlight. Go out either early
in the morning or evening.

Donna gets into
her routine

After therapy the camaraderie continues with
Michael Groesch (pictured) and others
8

•

Drink plenty of water. Stay
hydrated, especially when
outside. Focus on water,
clear juices and avoid
caffeine and alcohol.

•

Wear sunscreen. Use a
broad-spectrum sunscreen
with a minimum SPF of 15.

•

Dress for success. Wear
loose-fitting light-colored
clothing with a broadbrimmed hat.

Warning Signs
It is important to watch for
early signs of heat-related
problems. Take action if you
develop weakness, headache,
muscle cramps or dizziness.
Drink cold fluids, get to a cool
place, lay down.
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Color Our World

continued from page 4

physical and mental health
benefits to gardening, as well as
the promotion of nutrition and
ecology, Sid and Art appreciate a
more immediate pleasure. As Art
says, “We do thoroughly enjoy the
fruits of our labor.”

Artful Expressions
Bill Arndt

Is there a more literal way to add
color to one’s world than through
art? For Bill Arndt, his interest
and artistic abilities developed
later in life. “I retired about
10 years ago, and I didn’t even
know what a paintbrush was,”
he says. After taking many art
classes, Bill began to hone his
skills and desired to share his
experience with art. He began
planning an art therapy course
for people with dementia. “I
had several friends who were
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s,
dementia, or just suffered from
general forgetfulness,” Bill says.
“I started researching about it
and found that some of the best
things to help were art, exercise,

and friendship. So I thought I
would put it all together and see if
I could do something.”

showing them off to one another
and asking for their drawings to
be displayed for all to see.

With some help, Bill was able to
arrange teaching an art class at
Montefiore for anyone who was
interested, whether they were
experiencing memory loss or
not. “We started out with maybe
three or four people per class and
now I’m getting around 10 or 11
students,” he explains.

Bill’s sense of humor and
incredible knack for making
each student feel that they and
their art are meaningful, create a
wonderful atmosphere of joy and
expression. One of Bill’s students,
Bernice Marie Hood, tells her
friends that she can’t wait for Bill’s
Tuesday class. Another resident
comes to class just to observe
and avail herself of the positive
energy that Bill and his students
generate.

“I have found that my
students have opened up, they
communicate back and forth with
each other while drawing. They
look forward to having the class,
and we have a pretty good time.”
Bill says, “I always tell my class
that their drawings don’t have
to look exactly like I’ve drawn it.
None of them should be the same;
they should make it their own,
and they do. I’m very proud of
their accomplishments.” Not only
is Bill proud of all his students
have accomplished, they’re also
proud of their own creations,

Seeing the success at Montefiore,
Menorah Park asked Bill to teach
a class there as well, which is
equally successful. “The joy of
teaching is very rewarding,” Bill
says, “I’ve been given a really good
life and teaching these classes is
a good way for me to pass that
along.” We can’t think of a better
way to add color to your world
than by helping others add color
to theirs.

Bill Arndt compliments Bernice Marie Hood on her efforts
9

Summertime
Fun on
Friedman Patio
Now that the warm days
are here to stay, we decided
to start summer off right
with outdoor music by lively
entertainer, Steve Ostrow.
Sun hats, cotton candy, and
sweet cherry punch added to
the festivities.
The patio itself has been
recently renovated, with
artwork by Hector Vega.
“Menorah Park cares enough
about their community,”
Hector says, “that they
called on a local artist to
create something special for
residents. I’m so glad to have
been a part of that.”
“The patio umbrellas are
really bright and cheery, and
I tried to make each of my
pieces be in sync visually.
The best part for me, in
working on this project, was
running into a couple of art
patrons who have supported
me in the past, and who
actually live there. That was
pretty exciting to see. I felt
like I was designing for old
friends.”

The patio artwork by Hector Vega is a gift of Iris and
Mort November in honor of Joel Fox.
10

The Human Library

T

he Human Library is an international
organization and movement that first started in
Copenhagen, Denmark, in 2000. It aims to address
people’s pre-conceived notions about a particular
group of people by helping them to talk to those they
would not normally meet. The organization uses a
library analogy of lending people rather than books.
The Weils Life Enrichment team members, Kim
Pidala and Catharine Bender, recognized the
rich histories existing with each member of this
community, having led fruitful lives and continuing
on purposeful paths. The Human Library is an
opportunity for them to share their wisdom and
engaging stories – especially with community
members who enjoy learning the history of the area
or other cultures.
The Human Library event is held from July 16 - 17,
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. each day. Several residents will
share their stories, and here are some examples:
Marie DiGeronimo becomes the living book “My
Life Down Under.” Marie will describe the life she
lived during much of her earlier years in Australia.
Helen Winovich becomes the living book “The
Lightning Rod Story.” Helen and her husband,
Don, OBM began to run the lightning rod business,
established more than 100 years before, in 1989
with a desire to continue the mission of helping
protect the community.
Sheldon (Shelly) Miller becomes the living book
“How to Build a Community from the Ground Up.”
Shelly is known as the land developer credited with
building much of the City of Beachwood and other
eastern suburbs.
The Weils Women’s Social Club will use this event
as a fundraiser with proceeds benefiting The
Metzenbaum Foundation with a purpose to enhance
the quality of life for Geauga County citizens with
developmental disabilities, and to promote public
awareness of the needs and abilities of these
individuals throughout the community. So while
the residents involved are debunking some of the
myths attached to aging, they are also supporting
and applauding the strengths of the community’s
citizens with developmental disabilities who may
also experience mischaracterizations.
Contact Janet Kodrich for more event information and
to reserve a place. A $10 admission donation for the
Metzenbaum Foundation will be collected at the door.
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Summerfest at Stone Gardens

As proud Clevelanders, we find our humor when it
comes to winter weather, and we pull out all the stops
in celebration when warmer days arrive. The residents
and staff at Stone Gardens have a blast at its annual
Summerfest, staying hydrated with water and cooling
off even more with ice cream and popsicles. Residents
enjoyed outdoor games, discovered the soft fur of
alpacas and enjoyed other barnyard animals thanks
to a mobile zoo, and sang along to summertime
music with Debbie Darling and Company. Together,
residents made their own memorable art piece by
designing and painting a pole to adorn their rose
garden.

Kayla Hensel is a graduate student within
Ursuline College’s Counseling and Art
Therapy program. She has been working with
Marie Smith at The R.H. Myers Apartments,
Stone Gardens and Wiggins Place.
Kayla worked with residents to empower
them through art, facilitating organized
projects as well as less structured creative
exploration. Kayla says, “The Ursuline
program is incredibly supportive of its
students, helping us in nearly whatever way
we need to ensure we feel prepared for our
future careers.”
“Through building rapport with various
residents, we’ve created a reciprocal
relationship in which I am able to hold a
creative space for them to express themselves.
In return, they have shared wisdom and
snippets of their lives, leading to an overall
enriching experience for both of us.”

Debby Darling and Company
entertain the crowd with
songs of summer

Stone Gardens Residents’ Council President Elect
Penny Sikoutris joins Art Director Marie Smith with
the mobile zoo’s alpaca

Mayor Justin
Berns helps
create the
leaves by
adding his
fingerprints on
the colorful pole
to be installed
in the Stone
Gardens rose
garden

Kayla Hensel (left) and Marie Smith
give thumbs up for communal art
projects. The greeting of peace
(shalom) interplaying with love of
sun-sational days will add whimsy
and beauty to the community’s rose
garden
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SAVE THE DATE – SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2022
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Shining Star CLE 2022 promises to be an energetic
night filled with very talented high school students
singing their best to win a scholarship. Over $18,500
in scholarships will be awarded.
Live and In Person

After two years of virtual competitions, the Finals Performance & Competition
will be LIVE at the Mimi Ohio Theatre at Playhouse Square on Sunday,
September 11th at 7 p.m.
The talented Monica Robins of WKYC -TV 3 returns as emcee. Prepare to be
impressed during this extraordinary show filled with amazing solo and group
performances. Celebrity judges will select the top 4 finalists and the audience
will vote for the winner.
Visit shiningstarcle.org for details on tickets, sponsorship and donor opportunities
and Playbill ad sales. Or contact Jane Furth at the Menorah Park Foundation, at
216.839.6688 or jfurth@menorahpark.org.

HONORARY CO-CHAIR:
Larry Mack
EVENT CO-CHAIRS:
Nancy & Ira Goffman
Judy & David Kaufman
Carmie & Todd Stein
Judy & Steve Willensky

This event is a benefit for
memory care services and
programs offered by
Menorah Park with
locations in Beachwood
and Chagrin Falls.

If you would prefer to view our newsletter electronically, go to MenorahPark.org.
Menorah Park complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,
age, disability, or sex. Contact person is the Compliance Officer Janet Craven at (216) 831-6500.

